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Tests covered here 
•  SFS tests 

– Very sensitive to the equilibrium
 population assumption.  Lots of false
 positives 

• Haplotype-based tests 
– Perhaps the strongest tests for soft

 sweeps, ongoing selection 
– A large number of different tests (and

 approaches!) 



SFS tests 
•  Recall that the full site frequency

 spectrum under the neutral equilibrium
 model is simply a function of θ = 4Neu 

•  Recall also that there are a number of
 different ways to estimate θ. 

•  These estimates should all give the
 same answer (within sampling error)
 under the standard neutral model. 

• Departures in estimators indicate that
 this model does not hold 



Site frequency spectrum (SFS) 

•  The distribution of either the minor allele 
frequency (folded frequency spectrum) or the 
frequency of a derived allele (unfold 
frequency spectrum) given by the Watterson 
distribution (θ/x) 

•  A sweep inflates the frequency of sites 
segregating rare alleles (folded spectrum) 

•  Sweeps inflate the frequency of derived 
alleles, increasing the number of high-
frequency sites in the (unfolded) SFS 



Watterson distribution 
•  Let x = population frequency of all sites 

with a fraction of x derived alleles 

Folded Watterson distribution, x = freq of 
minor allele (x < 0.5) 



Expected number of sites in a sample 

unfolded	

folded	



Distribution of allele frequencies under a 
sweep 

Excess of low & high frequency sites 



















Fumio Tajima 



A negative value of D indicates that there are too many low
-frequency sites, while a positive value of D indicates that there
 are too many intermediate-frequency sites.  

Expressed another way, D is a test for whether the amount of
 heterozygosity per site is consistent with the number of
 polymorphic sites expected under the equilibrium neutral
 model.  

Under selective sweeps (and population expansion),
 heterozygosity should be significantly less than is predicted 
from the number of polymorphisms 





SFS Power quickly dissipates 

H loses power very quickly as high-frequency alleles 
following the sweep are fixed. 





Adjusting the Null to Account for
 Nonequilibrium Populations  

•  Using the empirical distribution of test
 statistics from a set of genes in the sample
 (the outlier approach) 

•  Using coalescent simulations with marker
-based estimates of demographic parameters 

•  Using the empirical site-frequency spectrum
 at reference locations as the null.  

•   Support via a preponderance of evidence,
 considers the joint signatures from a number
 of different tests 



For African-Americans, the mean D is negative, while it is
 positive for European-Americans. A gene whose negative D
 value is significant under the equilibrium neutral model is
 likely to be even more significant in this European-American
 population (given this population’s trend toward a positive
 D), but is problematic in this sample of African-Americans 





• Composite of multiple signals, CMS
 (Grossman et al. 2010, 2013)  

• Many test are correlated, not
 independent 

• An unusual (but random under drift)
 genealogy will give rise to a number of
 different signals for that region 

Support via a preponderance
 of evidence  











SFS tests: Summary 

•  Tajima’s D 
–  Negative values (excess of rare alleles) following a 

sweep 
–  Problem:  changes in population size also 

generates this 

•  Fay and Wu’s H   
–  Test for excess of high frequency derived alleles 



Haplotype-based tests 

• Allele frequency spectrum  
– Ewens sampling formula 
– Number of alleles, heterozygosity 

•  LD signals (soft and hard sweeps
 different signals) 

• Age of alleles 
–  Long haplotypes 
–  Inconsistent estimates 









Infinite  alleles:  Ewen’s 
sampling formula 

• Number of alleles, k, in a sample of size 
n 



Ewen’s (cont) 

•  Prob. Monomorphic 

• Mean and variance in k 



Ewens-Watterson test 













Summary of tests based on the  
allele-frequency spectrum (AFS) 



Test based upon LD measures 



Distribution of LD around a hard sweep 

At start, LD through sweep site.  At fixation, strong LD 
on either side, but not through, a sweep site 

LD across sweep 

LD blocked by sweep 



LD-based sweep tests 

Kelly’s ZnS Statistic: Average pairwise LD through a 
region 

Strong test for soft sweeps, little power for hard sweeps 

Strong test for hard sweeps, little power for soft sweeps 

Kim and Nielson’s ω statistic:  LW with vs. across a 
test  region 



Tests based upon allelic age 
•  The frequency of a neutral allele can be

 used to estimate its age 
– Can contrast this age  estimator with

 others (STR variation, recombination, etc) 

•  Key idea:  under drift, a common allele
 is an old allele 
– Hence, “long haplotypes” should not be

 found for common alleles 



See Chapter 9 for examples and methods 



Long haplotype tests 



49 

Common alleles should have short haplotypes under  
drift -- longer time for recombination to act 

Common alleles with long haplotypes --- good signal 
for selection, rather robust to demography 





Extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH)  









Integrated EHH score (iHS) 





Number of segregating sites by length (nSL) 



Singleton density score (SDS) 






